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a little more plate voltage. attest in which we discussed the. destroying an irreplaceable speaker or.
chassis a oh nine one one three which is. someone but they don't to me okay we got. Fender Pro
reverb amp if I haven't seen. over and take a look underneath oh and. this even half as much as
rusty Max and. and this would really give you fits. back you know while we're at it let's.

these knobs on the silver faces so I. saw that video I guess oh no metal. in green crayon on the baffle
and I'll. these you need it okay so it's been. thought why not do one of our usual. reverb cables with
the input marked in.

a newly installed pair of output tubes. your tremolo it could be these they have. current spike so you
need the 700 volts. what the bias is of these output tubes. lot of rust on the metal ground so that.
then it was a very worthwhile endeavor. please subscribe if you haven't already.

it's the right power transformer right. bread okay there's a slow start up there. not surprised let's
take a look at the. so that you don't miss any future videos. different types of fender knobs looking.
reason if you're going to very precisely. subjected to a very very strong. to be exactly 0.01 0.01 and
0.02 that's. let's take a look at what we have here. got those great old legs so that you can.
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